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In COBOL wc can enter the data in the program in two 
ways. One is through the console typewriter and the 
other through data liles. Of course, wc can enter data 
as part ol the program by means ol assignment state¬ 

ments. In this article, we shall consider the instructions to 
perform the input/ouiput operations through the console 
mid the printer respectively. Later we shall considei how 
data can be entered and output through files. When we write 
hies, we mean only computer tiles, i.e., the floppy diskette 
medium. 

Instructions for entering data through the console 

lust as we have the READ-FORMA 1 pair of statements 
m FOR I RAN for entering data through the console, we 
h.i ve the ACCEPT statement in COBOI for entering data 

ilcough the console. The general form o( the ACCEPT 
Mmement is 

ACCEPT variable 

Only one variable is accepted by one ACCEPT statement. 
'Anen the computer encounters this statement, it stops and 
"mts until the value of the variable is keyed through the 
creole. If you want the values of ten variables to be entered 

i l”">ugh the console, the ACCEPT statement must be exe- 

! ccied ten times. You cannot give the names of all the ten 
tables in the same ACCEPT statement. Thus there is a 

:se- ere restriction on entering the data into the program by 

I Ma/ i98g 

means ol the ACCI PI statement. Rcmemhci lhai m I OU¬ 
TRAN a list can be enteicd tluough the console when tlie 
computer stops on encountering the R1 AD statement Sup¬ 
pose you want to entei the name ol a person, you can wiiie 
(he ACCLPI statement as 

At Cl PI N AMI 

The computer waits until the name is keyed thiough the 
console. One may ask whether there is any H IRMA I state¬ 
ment as in the case ol FOR I RAN. Ot emuse, the’ variable 
‘NAME' must have been completely described beforehand 
in a section called the WORKING'S IORAGL SEC I ION. 
This is similar to the FORMA! statement in FORTRAN, 
though it is not called by the same name, l very variable that 
is to be read by the ACCEPl statement must have been 
described earlier by giving the level number and the nature 
and length of the data item. 

We know that when data are independent, they are given 
the level number 77 in COBOL. Code letters are used to 
indicate the nature of the data item. The code ‘9' is used lor 
numeric data, ‘A’ for alphabetic data and ‘X’ for alphanu¬ 
meric data. The width ot the data is represented by repetition 

of the code characters. If a numeric data item is to have a 
width of 4, then it is coded using four 9s. The location of the 

decimal point is indicated by putting the code letter *V’ in the 
required location. If the number is to be signed, then the 
letter ‘S’ is put at the left end of the code. Forexample, to tell 
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the computer that an independent variable ‘A’ must store a 
number whose value is -789.65, it must be described as 
loy»>ws: 

77 A IMC S999V99 

The number ol digits can be less but not more. If the number 
is positive, the code letter S’ is ignored, Jo represent an 
alphanumeric data ol width 10 to be stored in the variable 
‘NAME’, the description will be: 

77 NAMI Pit X< III) 

l or puie alphabetic data the description of a variable, say, 
‘DESIGNATION’, having a width ol 15 will be: 

77 111 SKiNA I ION Pit A( 15) 

Prior description of all variables is essential in COBOL but 
not so in LOR I RAN^/ 

Instructions for outputting result through printer or screen 

Just as wt have the WRI1I -FORMAT paii of statements 
in LOR I RAN lor printing the result on paper, we have the 
DISPLAY statement in COBOL lor printing the result on 
papei. I he result also appears on the seicen. I he general 
lorm ol the DISPLAY statement is: 

DISPI AY list 

1 he list contains a list ol one or more variables separated by 
commas or simply spaces. 1 he total width ol the items to be 
printed must not exceed one line width, i.c., 80 characters in 
the case ol an 80-coluinn printer. It you want to punt the 
values *>1 three variables whose values arc 234,435 and 56 7, 
you give the DISPLAY statement as 

DIMM AY A. ». ( 

I he computet then prints the values as 

2 1443556! 

If you want to give a gap between the items you can give the 
statement as 

DISPLAY A.1 '. B, •'. t 

Now, one space will be left between two daia items. II you 
also want to give the names of the vat lables, you can give the 
statement as 

DISPI AY A \ A. B - B. f ’. C 

fhe computer prints the result as 

A - 2.14 H - 435 ( = 567 

Strings are printed as enclosed within quotes. Suppose the 
variable ’X' stores a string ’KR1SHNAMLR I HY\ II you 
w i ite 

DISPI AY X 

The computer prints 
XRISHISAMURIHY 

Remember that in COBOL all the variables should be com¬ 
pletely desciibed with regard to their nature, type and 

length. 

Formats for input and output data 

We said that every data item whether used during input or 
output must be described. These descriptions can be called 
the formats for the input data and the output data. Suppose 
you want to enter the data -0678.95 into the variable ‘X\ ‘X’ 

must be described with an input format as follows: 
77 X PIC S9999V99 

For outputting the result, a different format must be given. 
Otherwise, the sign and the decimal point will not be printed. 
We would like the output to appear as -678.95. The format 
for the output field must be edited so as to give the result in a 
presentable form. 

Sometimes the $ sign has to be added before a number 

[ here may be many more editing features which we would 
like to have in business problems. In such cases, we have to 
give editing picture clauses for the output data items. Edited 
picture clauses can be given only to output data items and 
not input data items since a COBOL program cannot use 
edited data foi manipulation purposes. We output the result 
only alter all manipulations are over. In FORTRAN, the 
sign and the decimal point can be given in the input data. 
But in COBOL the sign and the decimal point cannot be 

given in the data. They are instead denoted by some codes in 
the format statements. 

Need for editing output data 

Suppose you have a program which calculates the total 
sales foi a company. The item TOTAL-SALES should have 
been described as follows: 

77 IOI At -SAI.FS 1MC 9(6)V99. 

II, as a result of several calculations, the program has com¬ 
puted the value as 07458255 and you had given a DISPLAY 
statement as 

DIMM.AY -TOI AI.-SAI LS I01AI -SAl.fcS 

the computer prints 

IOIAI.-SAI.CS -- 07458255 

Obviously, the above luint is not meaningful. A far mote 
desirable form would be: 

lOl At -NALLS = $ 74,582.55 

In order to accomplish this transformation from the purely 
numeric form to the more familiar form including a dollai 
sign, a comma and an actual decimal point, and excluding 
the zeros, a COBOL, process called EDITING is performed 
I his EDI IING is done using some PICTURE characters to 
describe the output data items. Note that editing symbols 
must not be used for data items in the input file. 

Editing symbols in COBOL 

I he following are some of the editing symbols used: 
- CR DB * B 0 

Let us now describe the function of each of these editing 
characters one by one. 

The Z character 

The Z symbol is called the zero suppression symbol <1 
character. It is used to suppress zeros in the non-significant 
places in a number. Numeric characters other than '*■ 
embedded or trailing zeros, and signs are not affected by tin' 
zero suppression character. It is permissible to replace all Cc 
9s in a numeric picture clause with Zs. Table 1 illustrates the 
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7?unctioiung of the zero "suppression character. 

TABLE I 

Input Field Output Field 

Picture of Item Stored Picture of Item Value 
the Item Site Value the Item Si/e Prin led 

yyyy 4 0007 yyyy 4 ooo; 
yyyy 4 0007 //.yy 4 07 
yyyy 4 0007 //.//. 4 7 
<W*W 4 4005 //// 4 4005 

Decimal insertion character 

In the input field, one must not put the actual decimal 
point in the picture clause but only indicate the location ot 
the decimal point by putting the code letter *V” in the location 
where the decimal point is required. I he letter *V* is said to 
be placed in the position ol the assumed decimal point. In the 
output field, we would like to place the actual decimal point 
tor being meaningful to the users. So in the output held, 
which is now said to be edited, we show the position ol the 
decimal point by actually putting it in the desired position. 
Unlike the V character, the (.) character is counted in deter¬ 
mining the field length. I he decimal inset lion chaiactei can 
be used in conjunction with the Z charactei. I able II illus- 
tiates the function of the decimal point insertion charactei. 

Input Field' 

TABLE II 

Output Field 

Picture of Item Stored Picture of Item Value 
the Item Si/e Value the Item Si/e Printed 

yyyvyy 5 01254 yyy yy <> 012..14 
yyyvyy s 012,14 /.// /./ (. 12. .14 
yyyyvyy <> 000000 ////.yy 7 .00 

9(5)V9 (> 

The $ character 

009755 /.<5).y 7 975.5 

I he $ sign can be used in two ways as a fixed insertion 
character and as a floating character just like the Z charac¬ 
ter. When the $ sign is used as a fixed insertion character, it is 
placed at the left ol an edited picture clause to mdicatc that 
you want the dollar sign to appear there, for example, to 
print the result as $584, you must give an edited picture 
clause as $999. Since the dollar sign is counted in determin- 

TABLE III 

Input Field Output Field 

Picture of 
the Item 

Item 
Si/e 

Value 
Stored 

Picture of 
the Item 

Item 
Si/e 

Value 
Printed 

999 1 116 $999 4 Si io 

999 .1 000 SZZZ 4 

99V99 4 0500 $ZZ.99 6 $ 5.00 

99V99 4 0500 $99.99 6 $05.00 

MAY 1966 

ing the field size, the field length assigned should be greater 
than the maximum number of significant digits expected, by 
at least one digit. I he use ol the $.sign asa floating character 
will be explained at a later stage. I able 111 illustrates the use 
of the $ sign as an insertion character. 

The comma (,) insertion character 

I he comma charactei is used in an edited picture clause to 
show where you want the actual comma to be printed. More 
than one comma can be used m the picture clause. When all 
the digits are suppressed, the comma is also suppressed, 

I able IV illustrates the use ot the comma inscition 
chaiactei. 

I ABLE IV 

Input Field Output Field 

Picture ot Item Value Picture of Item Value 
the Item Si/e Stored the Item Si/t Printed 

4(5)VOO 7 021451.7 $//././/.. 9*7 10 $2.145 67 

9|5|V99 7 0000000 $//,///99 10 $00 
9(H) X mm?.u $4 iJJJJJ 10 $214 

9(H) X 2.14567X9 99,999,999 10 21.4Vi.7X9 

The + and the - characters 

I he + and - characters can be inserted either in the leading 
position (lelt end) 01 in the trailing position (right end) by 
showing the position ot the symbols in the edited picture 
clause. These two characters operate as follows: 

I. I he use ol a - symbol results in the printing ol the 
symbol if the value is negative and no sign at all (a blank) il 

the value is positive. 
,2. The use of a + symbol results in the printing ol the 

- symbol if the value is negative and a + symbol il the value is 

positive. 
I able V illustrates the use ol the + and the - insertion 

characters. 

TABLE V 

Input Field Output Field 

Picture of 
the Item 

Item 
Si/e 

Value 
Stored 

Picture of 
the Item 

Item 
Si/e 

Value 
Printed 

S999 3 2.14 +999 4 . +234 
S999 3 234 -999 4 2.14 
S999 3 -2.14 -999 4 -234 
S999 1 -234 +999 4 -234 

S999 .1 001 +ZZZ 4 f | 

S999 .1 -234 ZZZ+ 4 234- 

The CR and DB characters 

The CR and the'DB characters are used in accounting 
applications. These symbols are placed in the trailing posi¬ 
tions (right end) only if the values are negative. Table VI 
illustrates the use of the CR and the DB editing symbols. 
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TABLE VI 

input FifM Output Field 

Picture of Item Value Picture of Item Value 

the Item ■Sire Stored the item Si/e Printed 

S9( ? A 99 » -02 )4?/i7 ?///.// 9>n k 12 $2. 14? h'/< K 
S9( S)V99 ; 021451.7 $// /// 99t. K 12 $2.14? 6?( K 
S9(?)\ 99 • 021450/ $//./.// 991 >H 12 $2 14? (i7l )B 

S9(?)\ 99 j 02 14?(C $//. /// 991 >B 17 $2,145 (.71 IB 

Floating siring characters <$, - and +) 

I he S, the - and the 1 signs can he used eilhei m the fixed 
mode dcsciihed eailiei 01 in the floating mode. In the float¬ 
ing mode, thecharactcisate used in exactl\ the same mantlet 
as the / ehaiaetet I he / charactci in repeated positions, 
starting at the felt end of a picture clause indicates m how 
many positions the leading /etos are to be suppressed. I he / 
charactci however, is not insetted belore the first sigmlicant 

digit. I he lloating $, - and + charactci s, when used in 
repeated positions, not onl\ suppress the non-sigmticant 
/etos, but also get inserted belore the fust sigmlicant digit. 
I wo rules apply to the use of lloating siting chaiactets: 

1. Only one chaiaclci can be used in lloating string mode 
m a single picture clause, For example, n is impioporto give 
a picture clause -$$$$.99, since you have used both the - and 
the $ m the lloating mode. 

2. I he character used in the lloating mode must he m the 
leftmost position m the picture clause chaiaetei stung. I 01 
example, it is improper to give a picture clause -$.$$$999, 
since you have tiled to put a ehaiaeter before the lloating S. 
II you want to use a •* 01 - m the same pictuie clause with a 
floating $, use a trailing + 01 -. I able VII illustiates the 
lunctionmg ol the lloating $. the floating + and the floating- 
chaiactcrs. 

----- VII 

Input Kit Id Output Field 

Pictutt of Item Value Picture of Item V alue 
the Item Sire Mured the Item Site Printed 

9(5) ? 12.14? $$$,$$$ 99 It) $12,145.00 
9(5) 5 tM)l2? SSS.SS9 99 10 $12100 
9(?) 5 00A00 $$$,$$9 99 10 $0 00 
9(4)V9 5 1214? $$$.$$9 99 10 $I.2H?0 
V9(?) 5 1214? $$$,$$9 99 10 $0 12 
S9(?) ? 00121 -99 10 121.00 

S9(5) ? -00001 -.99 10 -1.00 
S9(?) ? 00121 ******* 99 10 -121.00 

The cheque protection character!*) 

While printingcheques.it is advisable to print asterisks (*) 
in the blank space on the left, instead ot keeping it vacant, so 

as to prevent insertion of numbers to enhance the value of 
the cheque. Lor example, a cheque tor 2345.65 dollars 
appears in the cheque as $****2345.65. The asterisks arc 
relerred to as cheque protection characters. They are placed 
in numeric edited picture clauses and function exactly like 
Zs, except that each suppressed character is replaced by a * 
instead of a blank. For example, if you move a pure number 

00002345 to a field whose picture clause is $******.99, then 
the resulting value that is printed is $****23.45. 

Alphanumeric editing (B and 0 insertion characters) 

I lie editing chaiactcrs /$., + - C'R DB*can be used only 
m numeric edited picture clauses. I he two characters Band 0 
can he used either in mimetic field or in alphanumeric edited 
held B is called t he blank insertion character and 0 is called 
the /cio insertion character. Blank insertion character H is 
used to cause blanks to he placed at the beginning or at the 
end or anywhere in the middle ol an edited field. I he zero 
inscition charactci is used to insert zeros in any position in 
an edited field. I able VIII illustrates the use ol B and 0 
editing charactcis 

I ABLE VIII 

Input Kidd Output Field 

Picture of Item Value Picture of Item Value 
the Item Si/e Stored the Item Si/e Printed 

AAA9999 1 .1 AM 2X4 AAAB99B99 9 .IAN 12X4 
99 2 I? $99(100 6 $.15000 
\\\ 1 SOU \OOH\.\ !• 5(H) 00 
A((i) (> INDJOB AAABAAA 7 IND.IOB 

A pictuie clause's charactci string thus gives the I olio wing 
information to the computer: 

1. 1 he size ol the item. 
2. I he class ol the item, whethei Not ABorANoi AT or 

NT. 
3. II the item is numeric 

(a) the location ol the decimal point 
(b) il it is to be signed (whethei *ve 01 -ve). 

4. I he location ol the editing chamt-leis within the item. 
Only elemental}' data items can have pictuie clauses. A 

group item is always considered AN even if its components 
are ol the numeric class. I able IX gives the final summary ol 
what has been said about the picture clauses 

TABLE IX 

(lass Data V alue May Picture (lause 
( untain Characters 

Nuinci ic( N1 Only digits 9 V S 

Alphabetic! ABj Only alpha bets and 
spaces 

A 

Alphanumeric! AN) Any C OBOI 
character 

X 9 A 

Numeric Kdilcd(NF) Digits and any $ ♦ - / ( It 
editing characters DB , * B 

Alphanumeric Any COBOI 

Eiditcd(Ak) character and the 
editing charat ters 

U and 0 

9 A X B 0 

The editing features in COBOL, are somewhat elaborate 
and one must gradually get acquainted with them. The study 
of COBOL rules will take longer than I OR1 RAN and 

requires patience Irom the student. 
(To be continued) 
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